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Enforcing CPU allocation in a heterogeneous IaaS
Boris Teabe, Alain Tchana ∗, Daniel Hagimont
University of Toulouse, Toulouse, France
h i g h l i g h t s
• We identify issues related to changing underlying hardware in public IaaS.
• We propose a solution for DVFS and VMmigration across heterogeneous nodes.
• We provide an implementation of our solution within the Xen hypervisor.
• The evaluation of our prototype confirms the accuracy of our solution.
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a b s t r a c t
In an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), the amount of resources allocated to a virtual machine (VM)
at creation time may be expressed with relative values (relative to the hardware, i.e., a fraction of the
capacity of a device) or absolute values (i.e., a performancemetric which is independent from the capacity
of the hardware). Surprisingly, disk or network resource allocations are expressed with absolute values
(bandwidth), but CPU resource allocations are expressedwith relative values (a percentage of a processor).
Themajor problemwith CPU relative value allocations is that it depends on the capacity of the CPU, which
may vary due to different factors (server heterogeneity in a cluster, Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling
(DVFS)). In this paper, we analyze the side effects and drawbacks of relative allocations. We claim that
CPU allocation should be expressed with absolute values. We propose such a CPU resource management
system and we demonstrate and evaluate its benefits.
1. Introduction
Nowadays, many organizations tend to outsource the manage-
ment of their physical infrastructure to hosting centers. This way,
companies aim to reduce their costs by paying only for what they
really need. This trend is commonly called cloud computing. In
this context, virtualization [1] plays an increasing role. A major-
ity of cloud platforms implement the Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) model where customers buy virtual machines (VM) with a
set of reserved resources. This set of resource corresponds to a Ser-
vice Level Agreement (SLA) [2–4] and customers expect providers
to fully meet it. On their side, providers are interested in saving
resources (notably energy) while guaranteeing customers SLA re-
quirements.
In such platforms, two main techniques are used by providers
for energy management: VM migration [1] and device speed scal-
ing [5–9]. VM migration is used to gather VMs on a reduced set of
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machines (according to VM loads) in order to switch unused ma-
chines off, thus implementing a consolidation [10] strategy. Device
speed scaling (for underloaded devices) is also a means to save en-
ergy as reducing a device speed generally reduces its consumption.
For example, in the CPU case, processor manufacturers have de-
veloped a hardware technology called Dynamic Voltage and Fre-
quency Scaling (DVFS). DVFS allows dynamic processor frequency
control, and hence, helps in reducing power consumption. DVFS,
according to the hosts global CPU load, dynamically scales the pro-
cessor frequency. From a more abstract point of view, VM migra-
tion (between heterogeneous machines) or speed scaling on one
machine can be both considered as changing the nature and per-
formance of the underlying hardware.
The amount of resources allocated to a VM at creation time
(in a SLA) may be expressed with relative values (relative to the
hardware, i.e., a fraction of the capacity of a device, e.g., 30% of a
device) [11] or absolute values (i.e., a performance metric which is
independent from the capacity of the hardware, e.g., a throughput).
Resource allocation expressed with relative values (as a fraction of
a device) can be problematic, since the capacity of a device may
change as a consequence of the 2 above techniques. The negotiated
SLA should not vary according to energy management decisions
from the hosting center provider. As example, consider two virtual
machines VM1 and VM2 running on the same physical host (with
their respective allocated capacity expressed as a relative value:
30% and 60%), VM1 being overloaded and VM2 being underloaded,
the host may be globally underloaded leading to a reduction of
the processor frequency, which would penalize VM1. Similarly, if
the consolidation policy migrates VM1 to another machine with a
different CPU capacity, VM1 should not be given 30% of the new
machine capacity.
Surprisingly, while disk or network resource allocations are
expressed with absolute values (bandwidth) [12], CPU resource
allocations are most of the time expressed with relative values
(a percentage of a processor) [13], or whenever absolute values
are used, the implementation of scheduling transforms them into
relative values [14,15] thus losing the benefit from absolute values.
Few systems [16–18] addressed this issue as SLA enforcement
was mainly considered without DVFS and in homogeneous
environments [19].
In this article, we consider resource allocation in a heteroge-
neous IaaS environment where VM migration and device speed
scaling can both be used to save energy. We claim and motivate
that resource allocation should be based on absolute values for all
devices. This is already the case for disk and network devices. Since
current CPU resource allocations fail to implement a truly absolute
value based system [14], we propose an absolute allocation unit
for CPU and we show that such absolute allocations can be trans-
lated into relative values, which are generally understood by to-
day’s operating systems schedulers [20–23,14]. Such translations
take place when a VM is migrated or when the frequency of the
processor is changed. We implemented this resource allocations
system inXen, by improving its default Credit Scheduler. The Credit
Scheduler is a fair share algorithm based on proportional schedul-
ing; it relies on a credit system to fairly share processor resources
while minimizing the wasted CPU cycles.
We make the following contributions in this paper:
• We analyze resource allocation in public IaaS platforms and
identify issues related to changing underlying hardware.
• We propose a solution which addresses the problem raised by
processor allocation based on relative values, when DVFS and
VMmigration (across heterogeneous machines) are enabled.
• We provide an implementation of our solution within the Xen
hypervisor.
• We experimentally evaluate our solution in a private IaaS com-
posed of heterogeneous machines with DVFS and VM consoli-
dation enabled. These experiments confirm the effectiveness of
our approach. We also show that this is an important issue in
popular IaaS platforms such as EC2 and Rackspace.
The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces
the context of our work. Section 3 analyzes the issue we are
addressing. Section 4 provides an assessment of this issue based on
the study and evaluation of existing solutions. Section 5 presents
our contribution to this problem. An evaluation of our prototype is
reported in Section 6. Then, a review of related works is presented
in Section 7. Finally, we present our conclusions and perspectives
in Section 8.
2. Context
In the context of the development of cloud computing, IaaS
platforms are seeing widespread adoption. Such platforms provide
to customers an API for dynamically allocating VMs with a given
SLA. The latter generally takes the form of a type of VM (among
several pre-defined types). Each type of VM is characterized by the
fraction of resource associatedwith the VM (CPU capacity,memory
and disk spaces, network and disk IO capacities). Customers expect
providers to fully meet SLAs [3,2].
The goal of the provider, who manages the platform, is to make
profit, i.e., to reduce the cost of management of the platform. The
resources that are effectively used in the platform are varying a lot.
VMs may be allocated and freed dynamically, and the resources
used internally by each VM are also variable [24]. Therefore,
providers often implement a consolidation strategywhich relies on
VMmigration in order to gather VMs on a reduced set of machines
(according to VM loads). This kind of VM packing is a way to host
more VMs with fewer servers, and it is also a way to save energy
[25,26] by switching unusedmachines off. Anotherway to save en-
ergy is to adapt the speed of the CPU (actually its frequency and
voltage) according to the load.More generally, device speed scaling
(for underloaded devices) can be used to save energy [27,28], with
different type of device, e.g. network interfaces [29,30] or disks
[9,6].
The main issue for a provider is to enforce SLAs while reducing
energy consumption. Two elements in the previous techniques
may lead to SLA violations:
• a migration of a VM from a source to a target machine, if the
two machines are of different types, may result in a loss of
performance for that VM.
• a reduction of the speed of a device, if the device is underloaded
on the current machine, may result in a loss of performance for
VMs running on that machine.
These issues are analyzed in the next section. The rest of this
section introduces key technologies we rely on.
2.1. Xen hypervisor
Xen is a virtualization solution for building and running simul-
taneously several guest OS on top of an underlying host OS. The
key technique is to share hardware resources safely and efficiently
between these guest OS.
In this paper, we are particularly interested in CPU manage-
ment. In order to share CPU between guest OS, Xen relies on a
scheduler called the Credit scheduler. It is a fair share algorithm
based on the proportional scheduling. Each VM is assigned a credit
value for the VM. The credit value represents the CPU share that the
VM is expected to have. Therefore, the VMs should have an equal
fraction of processor resources if each VM is given the same credit
value.
2.2. Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS)
Today, all processors integrate dynamic frequency scaling (also
known as CPU throttling) to adjust frequency at runtime. The
system service which adapts frequency in the operating system is
called a governor. Different governors can be implemented with
different policies regarding frequency management.
3. Problem statement
The main problem we are addressing is resource allocation
in a IaaS environment which includes varying speed devices.
The speed of a device may vary since (i) VMs can be migrated
between heterogeneous physical machines and (ii) devices often
have a dynamically adjusted speed in order to adapt their energy
consumption according to the load [5–7]. In such a context, since
resource allocations in a SLAmust correspond to a fixed amount of
resource, they must be expressed with absolute values.
Therefore, a memory capacity can be expressed in Bytes and an
IO capacity can be expressed in Bytes/s for a disk and Bit/s for a
network. Thesemetrics are totally independent fromanyhardware
architecture or any operating system. In the next section, we show
that cgroup [13] is able to enforce an allocated network IO capacity
expressed in Bit/s.
Regarding CPU capacity allocation, the situation is much more
sensitive. If we consider an allocation expressed in MIPS (millions
of instructions per second), this is not an absolute computing
capacity metric as it depends on the architecture of the processor.
A given MIPS capacity would not provide the same performance
on a RISC or a CISC processor. But since we are considering the
execution of a given VM with a given code format, we can assume
that it will be run on processors with the same instruction set
(e.g., x86) and MIPS can therefore be considered as an absolute
metric. However, schedulers in today’s operating systems are not
relying onMIPS allocation [14], and it would be very hard (difficult
to implement and/or intrusive at execution time [31]) to keep track
of executed instructions for each VM.
Many virtualization systems and/or IaaS systems rely on GHz
(cycles per second) for CPU allocations. As for MIPS, a GHz
allocation depends on the architecture of the processor. But
with GHz, even if we assume a unique instruction set, different
processor architectureswill lead to different performances as these
processors may execute a different number of instructions per
cycle (e.g., if processor pipelines have different depths). Now, let
us consider a homogeneous hardware environment (a single type
of machines), but with frequency scaling (DVFS) enabled (3 GHz
maximum frequency processors). GHzmay seem to be an absolute
metric, aswhenyou allocate 1GHz, you are granted 1million cycles
per second, be the current processor frequency set to 2 GHz or
3 GHz. This is theoretically true, but not when we take a look at
the implementation. Today’s scheduler’s CPU allocation is based
on weight or a percentage of the processor time. Most of the time,
when a VM is given a 1 GHz CPU capacity on a 3 GHz processor, the
VM is configured to be given 33% of the processor time. Therefore,
this allocation is not absolute, but relative to the speed of the
processor (if the processor frequency is scaled down to 2 GHz, the
VM will get 33% of 2 GHz).
Overall, our analysis of the situation is that:
• memory, disk and network IOs can be allocated with absolute
values and their allocations can be effectively enforced with
today’s operating system mechanisms that are also present in
today’s VM hypervisors.
• CPU allocations are most of the time (always according
to our knowledge) expressed with relative values, and if
they are expressed with absolute values their enforcement
implementation makes them relative.
• MIPS or MFLOPS would be ideal absolute metrics for CPU
allocation, but theywould be very difficult to implement and/or
intrusive in today’s kernels.
In the next section,we validate our analysis of the situationwith
actual measurements of network IOs and CPU.
4. Problem assessment
This section presents a set of experiments that we performed in
order to assess the problems highlighted earlier.
4.1. Experimental context
All the experimental results reported in this section were
gathered on three heterogeneous physical machines (PMs) whose
characteristics are presented in Table 1. All the PMs are configured
with a single processor/core. When necessary, they are virtualized
with the Xen system, version 4.1.0. All VMs are always configured
with a single vCPU. Each result is an average of 10 executions.
For all these experiments, we used the pi-app CPU intensive
benchmark and we computed the tenth decimal of pi . All the
Table 1
Experimental PMs.
(P0) DELL Intel Core 2 Duo CPU E7300 @ 2.66 GHz Ubuntu 12.04
(P1) HP Intel Core i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40 GHz –
(P2) ASUS AMD A6-6400K APU 3.919 GHz –
PMs were configured (when necessary) to use the on-demand
governor [32] DVFS policy. This governor changes the frequency
between the lowest level (when CPU usage is less than a threshold)
and the highest level (when CPU load is higher). We configured the
threshold to 40% for all experiments.
4.2. The heterogeneity problem
As we argued in Section 3, processor allocations based on GHz
are relative to the architecture of the hardware when the IaaS is
heterogeneous. Fig. 1 shows the results of the experiments we
performed to illustrate that. Firstly, we show that running an
application (pi-app) on two heterogeneous processors may lead to
different execution times even if these processors provide the same
GHz capacity. The left histogram in Fig. 1 shows the results with
the two PMs P0 and P1 (we configured their processor to run at the
same speed, 1.6 GHz). We observe a difference of performance of
about 21% between the two machines. The right curves in Fig. 1
present the results when the experiments are performed on VMs.
For different CPU capacities expressed in GHz, we allocate a VM
and translate this capacity in credits in the Xen scheduler (as
described in the previous section). The top right figure presents
the execution times when we keep the same credit translation
regardless the type of the machine. Obviously the execution times
vary according to the type of the machines. Notice that execution
times on P3 (the ASUS/AMD) are higher than on P1 (HP) while P3
(3.9 GHz) has a higher frequency than P1 (3.40 GHz). This confirms
that GHz cannot be considered as an absolute allocation unit
and should at least be adapted according to the frequency of the
processor. The bottom right figure presents the results when the
credits in Xen are computed according to the processor frequency
of the machine (a rule of three is applied). Even in this case,
performance significantly depend on the processor architecture. A
smarter translation scheme would be required.
4.3. The speed scaling problem
This section illustrates the effect of dynamic device speed
scaling on relative value based resource allocation.
4.3.1. The problem may exist for network
Knowing that commonly used solutions for network are based
on absolute values, we implemented a solution which relies on
relative values in order to illustrate the importance of absolute
values. We updated the original implementation of tc (traffic
control in cgroup [13]) in order to introduce the notion of relative
values (instead of absolute values). To this end, we consider that
the network card is able to send/receive each second a fixed
number of packets, seen as a buffer with a fixed length. A relative
value for a VM corresponds here to a percentage of that buffer. The
network scheduler (HTB1 in our case) wakes up every second and
fills the buffer with VMs requests, according to their relative value.
If a VM has more requests than its buffer’s ratio, the remaining
requests are kept and delayed until the next scheduling time.
We also implemented a dynamic speed scaling which adapts the
speed of the network card according to the global utilization of
the buffer, which corresponds to the global saturation of the card.
A modification of the card speed (its throughput) modifies the
1 Hierarchical Token Bucket.
Fig. 1. CPU capacity booked for a VM in terms of GHz is not always guaranteed when dealing with heterogeneous machines or relative values.
Table 2
Experimental context to illustrate that the implementation of network allocation
may based on relative values.
PMs 2 PMs: first one for requests injection
(CLIF [34]), and the second hosts VMs
Network cards 2 levels of speed 1000 and 100 Mb/s
HTTP workload Constant
Micro bench workload Constant upper load and constant lower load
(as a decreased stair)
Metrics TPC-W throughput
size of packets, but does not modify the number of packets in the
buffer.
For this experiment, we used the TPC-W [33] benchmark and
the PMs P0 and P1 (equipped with the same type of network card).
We defined a scenario with two VMs, the first VM hosting TPC-W
servers (web and database) and having 10% ratio, while the second
VM runs a micro network benchmark with 80% ratio. 10% ratio
is reserved for the Xen dom0 (the host system). TPC-W servers
receive a constant workload while the second VM receives a two
phases workload: constant upper level workload until the middle
of the experiment and then a very low level until the end of the
experiment. When the load falls at the end of the first phase, the
network card speed is decreased. The first VM (with TPC-W) is our
indicator and the SLA violation will be observed on its throughput.
Table 2 summarizes the parameters of this experiment. Fig. 2
shows the comparison of both implementations (original tc and the
modified one). Note that the low peak in the figure occurs during
the modification of the speed of the network card. It corresponds
to the time needed by the network card driver to reconfigure
itself. We can see that the SLA of TPC-W is maintained when the
scheduler is based on absolute values while it is not the case
with relative values. In the latter case, the throughput of TPC-W
is affected (reduced) by the reduction of the speed of the network
card. Indeed, the VM is assigned a ratio of the buffer which limits
the number of packets the VM can send/receive. Since the card
speed reduction reduces the size of packets, the throughput of the
VM is also affected. The original tc uses as many packets as needed
to enforce the throughput specified with an absolute value.
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Fig. 2. Resource allocations based on relative and absolute values facing variable
device speed.
4.3.2. The problem exists with the CPU
In this section, we allocate CPU capacities to VMs as relative val-
ues and we want to illustrate the issues due to frequency scaling
(DVFS). Let us consider our two PMs P0 and P1 virtualized with
Xen. Let us consider the allocation of four VMs, VM201, VM702,
VM203, VM704. We assume that VM201 and VM203 have the same
capacity, and so do VM702 and VM704.
The IaaS initially distributes theVMsonPMsand computes their
corresponding credits for the scheduler (to take into account the
different frequencies of P0 and P1). VM201 and VM702 are deployed
on P0 and use respectively 20% and 70% of its capacity, VM203 and
VM704 are deployed on P1 and use respectively 15% and 55% of its
capacity (P0 is more powerful than P1). Fig. 3 shows the workload
run by each VM during the experiment. The different peak load
phases of VM201 are equal. Note that the CPU load shown for each
VM is the contribution of the VM to the global CPU load of its PM,
e.g., 20 for VM201 implies that it uses all its capacity. At time ‘‘a’’
and ‘‘b’’, VM702 and VM203 respectively end their job. We assume
that when a PM has all its VMs at very low level in terms of CPU
activity (less than 5%), the consolidation system will move them
to another PM which can run them (its CPU load is so that it can
accept the load of the incoming VMs). Thus at time ‘‘c’’ VM201 and
VM702 are migrated from P0 to P1 in order to switch P0 off. In this
experiment, reducing the processor speed on P0 slows down the
processor by 50%.
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Fig. 3. Global scenario to illustrate the effects of CPU allocation based on relative
values when DVFS is enabled or when migrating VMs across heterogeneous PMs.
Fig. 4 presents the monitored load of each VM. It is interpreted
as follows:
• At time ‘‘a’’ the DVFS manager decreases the speed of P0’s
processor since its global utilization falls under the threshold
(40%). This operation leads to performance degradation on
VM201: the second peak load phase of VM201 is larger than the
first one (the expected duration). The SLA is not respected.
• Aswe shown in Section 4.2 the initial deployment ofVM203 and
VM704 on P1 impacts their performance (as the computation of
their credits based on the processors’ frequencies is not correct).
This can be observed on VM203 which ends its jobs earlier
(before time ‘‘b’’) than expected. The provider does not optimize
his infrastructure. After time ‘‘c’’ whereVM201 ismigrated to P1,
we observe the same phenomenon (its final peak is shorter than
its first one).
4.4. The problem in popular IaaS
We ran the pi-app application in different IaaS platforms.
Regarding the DVFS problem, there is noway to externallymonitor
the activity of DVFS governors on IaaS’s PMs. Therefore, we
only investigated how they address the problem of hardware
heterogeneity. All results reported here have been validated with
several executions.
Rackspace: Fig. 5 top presents the results of this experiment,
performed in Virginia, Dallas and Sydney with a standard VM
instance type. In the morning, the VMs in Virginia and Dallas
provide the same performance, which is not the case in Sydney (up
to 34% of difference). We can explain that by the heterogeneity of
the processors.We found (using /proc/cpuinfo) that VMs in Virginia
and Dallas used the same type of processor for this particular
experiment: Intel Xeon E5-2670 2.6 GHz. It was an AMD Opteron
4332 in Sydney. We repeated the experiments at a different
time (afternoon) of the day and we observed different types of
processors as in the first time: AMD Opteron 4332 in Virginia
and Sydney, and AMD Opteron 4170 in Dallas. According to these
results, Rackspace does not address the problem raised by the
heterogeneity of processors. Referring to the documentation they
provide, the allocation unit for CPU is a vCPU. Nomore information
is given about the real computing capacity of this unit. The actual
computing capacity of a VM on this IaaS depends not only on the
VM type (for each type of VM corresponds a number of vCPU), but
also on its location, as we experimented.
Amazon EC2: It is the only IaaS (to the best of our knowledge)
which attempts to solve the issueswe address. It proposes a unique
allocation unit for CPU which is claimed to be independent from
the hardware: ECU. For instance, a m3.medium VM type is config-
ured with 3ECU. Since we do not have access to ECUs implementa-
tion, our evaluations study its ability to be consistent (a small VM
should lead to less performance than a big one, the same type of
VM should lead to the sameperformancewhatever the context). To
this end, we ran in EC2 two VM types: m3.medium and t1.micro.
We performed the same experiment within different geographi-
cal zones (Oregon and Ireland). Fig. 5 bottom presents the results
of these experiments. From Fig. 5 bottom left we can see that EC2
provides the same performance form3.mediumwhatever the con-
text (zone, type of virtualization, and VMs colocation). This can
Fig. 4. The effects of CPU allocation based on relative value when DVFS and VMmigration are performed.
Fig. 5. The capacity booked for a VM is not always satisfied in Amazon EC2 and Rackspace.
be explained by the fact that EC2 always runs that type of VM on
the same type of processor (Intel Xeon E5-2670v2 2.5 GHz) where
the single vCPU of the VM is always pinned to a dedicated hyper-
thread. This strategy is announced in advance by EC2. By doing that,
EC2 avoids the heterogeneity problem for the m3.medium type.
However, this approach may limit VM consolidation possibilities.
For example, a physical machine without an Intel Xeon E5-2670v2
2.5 GHz processor cannot host a VMof typem3.medium even if the
physical machine has enough resources.
However, regarding the t1.micro VM type, the results (Fig. 5
bottom right) show that EC2 provides no guarantee at all. Although
performance is stable in Oregon, we have an uncertain behavior in
Ireland. According to EC2 documentation, a t1.micro can run with
up to 2ECU, with one vCPU. Unlike the m3.medium type, no in-
formation is given about the mapping of that vCPU onto real re-
sources. For this type of VM, EC2 reserves itself the right to use
heterogeneous processors and also the right to allocate one or two
ECU. Thus, the capacity of that type of VM is unknown. This is not
the problemwewant to highlight since this behavior is announced
in advance to clients. But, what is even more surprising is the fact
that t1.micro instances can provide better performance (execution
time of about 40 s in Oregon) than m3.medium instances (execu-
tion time of about 47 s). VMs of type m3.medium are always al-
located 3ECU while t1.micro instances receive 2ECU at maximum.
A VM with 3ECU should be at least one-third more powerful than
a VM with less than 2ECU. Such an inconsistent behavior makes
performance predictability very sensitive. One possible explana-
tion is that the t1.micro instance in our experiment (within Ore-
gon) was deployed on a more powerful PM than an Intel Xeon
E5-2670 hyperthread (used for m3.medium instances) so that the
translation of 2ECU on that powerful machine leads to more per-
formance than the translation of 3ECU on an Intel Xeon E5-2670
hyperthread.
5. Contributions
This paper addresses the issue raised by CPU allocation when
dealing with variable speed processors in a IaaS (heterogeneous or
homogeneous processors with DVFS). Although our contributions
can be generalized to multi-core systems, we consider in this
paper IaaS with single-core machines. This section is organized as
follows. We first introduce useful notations that are used in the
rest of the section.We then present a resourcemapping (of booked
capacities onto real resources) solution based on absolute values
which guarantees the SLA.
5.1. Model
5.1.1. IaaS model
In this paper we assume there arem PMs in the IaaS denoted by
Pi, where 1 ≤ i ≤ m. To represent the heterogeneity of the IaaS,
we note Pi(t) to say Pi is of type ‘‘t’’. In addition we consider the fact
that a PM can run at different CPU speeds. Frequencies are discrete
values. We note Fi = {f
j
i , 1 ≤ j ≤ max, f
j
i < f
j+1
i }, the set of
available frequencies on Pi.
According to these notations, the activity of DVFS on Pi can
change the frequency from f curi to f
cur ′
i . Thus,when aDVFS governor
(e.g. on-demand governor [32]) is enabled on a PM, that PM should
be noted Pi(t,f cur
i
): Pi is of type ‘‘t’’ and runs at frequency f
cur
i .
From a more abstract point of view, the IaaS manages different
PMs Pi(t,f cur
i
) and both VM migration and frequency scaling are
operations which modify the PM which hosts a VM. To ease
reading, PMswill be noted Pi(cur) knowing that Pi itself tells us about
its type.
5.1.2. Resource selling model
A CPU allocation capacity is noted Cb. We claim that IaaS
providers should not use real units of allocation (e.g. GHz) when
dealing with customers. This is motivated by the fact that the type
of the PM which will run a VM is not always known in advance
at negotiation time (when the customer expresses his needs) and
may change during the lifetime of the VM. For these reasons, we
propose to define a unique unit of allocation which is independent
from any type of hardware. We call it ‘‘Virtual Unit (VU)’’. In
addition, the latter should make sense to the customer so that he
knows without any ambiguity to which capacity it corresponds.
Therefore, a VU should be illustrated by its capacity to run some
well known benchmarks. A computation capacity Cb for a VM is
an amount of VUs, which may belong to a set of IaaS proposed
capacities (VM types or sizes).
Because resources are shared between VMs on a PM, the main
questions we need to answer (considered in this paper as the SLA
enforcement problem) are the following: How to translate VU onto
PMresources andhow to guarantee the constancy of VUallocations
as the translation should take into account the change of PMduring
the VM lifetime?
5.2. Virtual resources translation to PMs
5.2.1. Overall design
Our translation scheme is based on a reference PM Pref (Pref
can be an arbitrarily PM type chosen from the IaaS). Pref defines
an absolute CPU capacity and a VU is defined as a fraction of this
capacity (a relative value of an absolute value is an absolute value).
From now on, such a fraction is called a credit.
The main problem we need to address is to guarantee that an
allocated computation power stays the same whenever the VM
moves to different PMs in the IaaS: this is howwe define ‘‘absolute
allocations’’ which do not depend on any PM. Themain idea behind
our solution is to rely on the calibration of the IaaS using a reference
CPU intensive benchmark (e.g. SPEC CPU2006 or SPLASH-2 LU [35])
that we run on each PM. We internally consider the execution
times of that benchmark in our resource management system
(see sections below). This solution is not intrusive comparing to a
solution which continuously monitors the execution of each VM in
order to count executed instructions. Based on this calibration, we
translate the allocated VUs (a credit on Pref (max)) to its equivalent
on the target PM (a credit on that PM) either at VM creation time,
or at migration time. Also, we dynamically translate the credits of
each VM whenever the processor frequency is modified by DVFS.
Therefore, we propose a three level translation solution
described below, which guarantees the VU allocations.
5.2.2. First level translation
Firstly, given a booked CPU capacity Cb (an amount of VU), we
provide a first level translation functionV2Rdefined as:V2R(Cb) =
C where C corresponds to the credit on Pref that corresponds to the
allocated VUs.
5.2.3. Calibration of the IaaS
This operation is performed only once for each type of PM in
the IaaS (when a PM with a different architecture is introduced in
the IaaS). We chose a CPU intensive benchmark and we determine
its execution time for each credits (sizes of VM) allowed by the
provider and for each type of PM in the IaaS. The calibration is
done at f maxi for any Pi (including Pref ). At the end of this step
we have T C
′
i(max) which gives the execution time of the benchmark
within a VM with credits C ′ when it runs on top of the PM
Pi(max). As motivated earlier, we are addressing the problem of CPU
allocation. Therefore the calibration benchmark should respect the
following characteristics: (1) it should be CPU bound only, (2) all
the data it uses should fit within cache memories. According to
these characteristics, the Cloud provider can either write its own
benchmark or rely on a well configured reference benchmark such
as the SPLASH-2 LU [35] application as we have done.
5.2.4. Second level translation
If C is the translated credits on Pref , corresponding to the
capacity booked for a VM, and the IaaS manager (the module of
the IaaS which is responsible for the placement of VMs on PMs)
chooses PM Pi to run that VM (first instantiation of the VM or
migration), we first compute credits C ′ to give to that VM on Pi as if
the latter ran at its maximum frequency f maxi . To do that we rely on
the results of the calibration. The execution time of the benchmark
with credit C on Pref should be the same as with credit C
′ on Pi(max).
So, we choose C ′ such that:
T C
′
i(max) = T
C
ref . (1)
5.2.5. Third level translation
When the speed of the processor is modified on a PM, we need
to recompute the credits associated with VMs on that PM in order
to counterbalance the effect of the frequency modification. We
need to compute the actual credit C ′′ on Pi which takes into account
its actual frequency f curi , set by the DVFS activity. C
′′ should be
computed so that ‘‘absolute allocation constraint’’ is enforced:
T C
′′
i(cur) = T
C ′
i(max) = T
C
ref (max). (2)
We implemented a Power Aware Scheduler (PAS for short) at
the hypervisor level (although it could have been implemented
separately). Actually it is implemented as an extension of the Xen
Credit scheduler [14], which is the default and most achieved VM
scheduler. It computes and sets at each scheduling tick the new
credits (C ′′) associated with VMs. The computation of a new credit
relies on two main assumptions:
• proportionality of frequency and performance. This property
means that if we modify the frequency of the processor, the
impact on performance is proportional to the change of the
frequency [5].
• proportionality of credit and performance. This propertymeans
that if we modify the capacity allocated to a VM, the impact on
performance is proportional to the change of the capacity.
We validated these proportionality rules in one of our previous
work [19].
Proportionality of frequency and performance.
This proportionality is defined by:
T C
′
i(max)
T C
′
i(cur)
=
f curi
f maxi
× cfi(cur) (cfi(cur) is close to 1) (3)
which means that on PM Pi, if we decrease the frequency from
f maxi down to f
cur
i , the execution time of a VM with credits C
′ will
proportionally increase from T C
′
i(max) to T
C ′
i(cur). For instance, if f
max
i is
3000 MHz and f curi is 1500 MHz, the frequency ratio is 0.5 which
means that the processor is running at half of its capacity at f curi
compared to f maxi . So if we consider a programwith execution time
T C
′
i(max) = 10 s at f
max
i , its execution time T
C ′
i(cur) at f
cur
i should be
10
0.5
= 20 s. We define the frequency ratio on Pi as ratioi(cur) =
f cur
i
fmax
i
.
Even if cfi(cur) is very close to 1, we keep it in our equations aswe
observed that it may vary according to the machine architecture
and the considered frequency f curi .
Proportionality of credit and performance.
This proportionality is defined by:
T C
′
i(f )
T C
′′
i(f )
=
C ′′
C ′
× cs (cs is close to 1) (4)
whichmeans that ifwe increase the credits of a VM fromC ′ up toC ′′
on Pi(f ), the execution time of that VMwill proportionally decrease
from T C
′
i(f ) to T
C ′′
i(f ). For instance, if we increase the credits allocated
to a VM from 10% to 20%, we double the computing capacity of
the VM. Then the execution time should become half of the initial
execution time. As for the first proportionality, we have a variable
cs introduced in the equation. It is very close to 1 and may vary
according to the implementation of the scheduler which schedules
VMs according to their credits. As we observed that cs = 1 in the
case of Xen credit scheduler, we ignore cs in the rest of the paper.
Credits C ′′ computation in response to DVFS.
Eqs. (3) and (4) are used to compute the modification of VM
credits, which can compensate the performance penalty incurred
by a frequencymodification. Based on C ′ (the translated credits for
Pi at f
max
i ), we provide in this section a way to compute the credits
C ′′ to give to the VM, taking into account the actual frequency f curi
of Pi. Remember that C
′′ should be computed so that the absolute
allocation constraint is respected (Eq. (2)).
According to Eq. (4), C ′′ =
TC
′
i(cur)
×C ′
TC
′′
i(cur)
.
According to Eq. (3), T C
′
i(cur) =
TC
′
i(max)
ratioi(cur)∗cfi(cur)
, and T C
′′
i(cur) =
TC
′′
i(max)
ratioi(cur)∗cfi(cur)
⇒
C ′′ =
T C
′
i(max) × C
′
T C
′′
i(max)
(5)
but from Eq. (3), T C
′′
i(max) = T
C ′′
i(cur) × ratioi(cur) × cfi(cur) and we want
T C
′′
i(cur) = T
C ′
i(max) (the absolute allocation constraint)
⇒
C ′′ =
C ′
ratioi(cur) ∗ cfi(cur)
. (6)
5.2.6. Calibration step optimization
Remember that the objective of calibration is to provide a way
to determine the credit C ′ of a VM (which corresponds to an
allocated credit C on Pref (max)) on a PM Pi(max) (chosen by the IaaS
manager).
The solutionwe proposed earlier (called brute force calibration)
has a complexity of O(#credits×m), with #credits be the number
of available VM sizes (with different credits) the IaaS provider
allows, and m the number of PMs. This solution is fastidious for
two reasons. Firstly it needs to calibrate all the available credits
for all types of PMs. Secondly if during the lifetime of the IaaS the
provider needs to consider a new credit (corresponding to a new
type of VM), he will need to calibrate this credit for all the types
of PM. Here we propose an optimization (called direct calibration)
which requires a reduced number of calibration, with a complexity
of O(m). This method consists in choosing arbitrarily a unique
credit Cref to calibrate, called the reference credit. The calibration
(as described in Section 5.2.3) is only performed with this credit.
Thus we have T
Cref
i(max) ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. The calibration of another
credit C ′ is done as follows.
According to Eq. (4):
T Cref (max)
T
Cref
ref (max)
=
Cref
C
(7)
⇒
T Cref (max) =
Cref × T
Cref
ref (max)
C
(8)
∀ i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}we have
T C
′
i(max)
T
Cref
i(max)
=
Cref
C ′
(9)
⇒
T C
′
i(max) =
Cref × T
Cref
i(max)
C ′
. (10)
Since we want to guarantee absolute allocation (Eq. (1): T C
′
i(max) =
T Cref (max)), from Eqs. (8) and (10) we have:
T C
′
i(max) = T
C
ref (max) =
Cref × T
Cref
ref (max)
C
=
Cref × T
Cref
i(max)
C ′
. (11)
Therefore
C ′ =
T
Cref
i(max)
T
Cref
ref (max)
× C . (12)
Computing C ′ using Eq. (12) is the fastest solution and provides the
same results.
In summary, fromEqs. (6) and (12), the actual capacity C ′′which
takes into account the actual frequency f curi on Pi is given by the
following equation
C ′′ =
T
Cref
i(max) × C
T
Cref
ref (max) × ratioi(cur) × cfi(cur)
. (13)
6. Evaluations
This section presents both the evaluations of our solution
applied in a private hosting center and an evaluation of the
ability of two popular IaaS (Amazon EC2 and Rackspace) to
guarantee a SLA. The experimental context of these evaluations
is the same as presented in Section 4.1 (with Pref be P0). As
mentioned in the previous section, a prototype of our solution
(called PAS) is implemented within the Xen credit scheduler. This
implementation incurs a low overhead and a good scalability.
Indeed the complexity of our solution is O(#VMs) and given that
the number of VMs a machine can host simultaneously is not
usually high, the CPU time required by our solution to compute
new credits is negligible (time for a division).
6.1. VM capacities calibration
The first type of experiment compares and validates the two
solutions (brute force solution (S1) and the direct solution (S2))
that we proposed for the calibration. Fig. 6 presents the results of
these experiments. For each curve, X1-axis presents the considered
credits on Pref , X2-axis presents the computed credits on P1 which
should lead SPLASH-2 LU to the same execution time, and Y-
axis presents the execution time of the benchmark. Corresponding
credits are computed using the considered solution ((S1) or (S2)).
For each credit on X1-axis, the reference curve (solid line) gives
the execution time on Pref , and the other curves (for (S1) and (S2))
give the execution times on P1 with the computed credits. These
results confirm the fact that solutions (S1) and (S2) (calibratedwith
a single credit Cref = 90) are equivalent and accurate.
6.2. Computation of cf∗(∗)
The second type of experiments is dedicated to the computation
of cf∗(∗) for the three types of PMs we used (DELL, HP, and
ASUS). Recall that cfi(f ) represents the variable which corrects the
imperfection of the proportionality of frequency and performance
on Pi at frequency f. The results of these experiments are reported
in Table 3. We can see that except cf1(∗) (Intel core i7-3770), the
other variables are very close to 1.
Fig. 6. VMs capacities calibration on P1 using the two solutions we proposed.
Table 3
Computation of cf∗(∗) .
PM Freq. (GHz) cf∗(∗) PM Freq. (GHz) cf∗(∗)
Pref 2.667, 2.133, 1.6 1 P1 3.4–3.3 0.87
2.4, 1.867 0.99 3.1–2.2 0.86
P2 3.9 1 2–1.7 0.85
1.8 0.96 1.6 0.84
3.6, 3.1, 2.2 0.95
2.6 0.96
6.3. Heterogeneity and DVFS
The third type of experiment validates the effectiveness of
our solution. We ran the workload scenario (Fig. 3) presented in
Section 4.3 where the Xen credit scheduler is replaced by our PAS
scheduler (which implements our solution) and a IaaS manager
which gathers VMs with migrations whenever it can free a PM. In
this scenario, P0 is the reference machine, Pref . Therefore, any CPU
capacity is booked relatively to Pref . Fig. 7 presents the results of
these experiments. The first two curves in Fig. 7 show the expected
results, corresponding to the execution of the scenario on two
machines of the same type as Pref , without DVFS (homogeneous
environment). The last two curves in Fig. 7 show the results of the
experiment when it is performed under the same conditions as in
Section 4.3 (two PMs of different types, with our solution).
We can see that the experiment runs within the same expected
time. VM203 and VM704 are assigned the appropriate credits on P1
which is more powerful than Pref (resp. 11 and 40). This allows the
provider to avoid resource waste as seen in Section 4.3. Regarding
our VM201, it is assigned much more credits (from 20 to about
35) when the DVFS decreases the speed of the processor on Pref
(because of the termination of VM702’s job at time ‘‘a’’). After the
migration of VM201 and VM702 to P1 (at time ‘‘c’’), their credits are
recomputed. We can see that during the experiment, the length
of each upper peak load of VM201 is the same (about 55 s) as
expected. The sporadic peaks observed on P1 frequency curve are
explained by the fact that the CPU load on that machine is near the
DVFS threshold (40%). This is not the case on Pref . In summary, we
can see that our solution addresses the problems we identified in
Section 3.
6.4. Comparison with popular IaaS
As argued in Section 4.4, Rackspace does not address the
problem of hardware heterogeneity. Referring to Rackspace
documentations, the allocation unit for CPU is a vCPU. No more
information is given about the real computing capacity of this unit.
The actual computing capacity of a VM on this IaaS depends not
only on the VM type, but also on its location, as we experimented.
Amazon EC2 proposes ECU as allocation unit (Section 4.4). In
order to provide performance guarantee for some of its VM
types (m3.medium), EC2 always run them on the same type of
processor. This approach may significantly limit VM consolidation
possibilities.
7. Related work
We discuss related work with respect to different aspects of
cloud computing and resource allocation and place them in the
context of our work: SLA enforcement.
SLA model. The benefits of Cloud computing come at the cost
of fully trusting cloud providers. [36] presents a framework for
building collaborative applications that run within an untrusted
environment, while meeting SLA constraints. Our work is part of
a larger body of work (e.g. [3,4,37]) on SLA enforcement in shared
hosting centers. [2,38] propose a cloud computing negotiation
model which formalizes the negotiation process between the
customers and the provider. In our case, we focus on the selling
model (i.e., the metric used in the SLA). [17] presents Quasar,
a cluster manager where resource reservation are left to the
responsibility of the provider (instead of the customer itself). He
allocates just enough resource to meet customers application QoS.
[39] uses the same approach. Neither resource presentation to
customers nor booked capacity translation onto real resources (as
we did) are considered by these works.
Resource accounting in theCloud. SLA enforcement aswe studied
in this paper for CPU could be addressed by effectively counting
CPU cycles used by each VM. [40] presents ALIBI, a monitoring tool
which counts effective memory and CPU cycles used by a guest
VM. Monitoring stats are sent to the customer so that he is able
to check if his VM behaves consistently (detecting intrusions or
SLA violations). [41,42] present similar works. [42] presents an
implementation of accountable VM and hypervisor. There have
been many efforts to add support for hardware event counters in
virtualized environments [43–47]. In our research work, some of
these tools could be used by the provider in order to implement
an absolute CPU allocation metric but such tools introduce non
negligible overhead and they often depend on a particular type of
hardware.
Relative and absolute values based scheduling. Many scheduling
algorithms use relative values [11] to allocate resources [48,49,14,
20–23]. [24] studies IO bandwidth reservation in a IaaS. It presents
mClock, an IO resource allocation in a hypervisor. mClock supports
proportional-share fairness subject to aminimum and amaximum
limit on the IO allocations. It combines absolute and relative
allocations in order to address workload fluctuation. Absolute
values allow it to guarantee the minimum and the maximum
limits. [15] does a similar work but relies exclusive on relative
values. Unlike [15], mClockmay not suffer from the dynamic speed
scaling and heterogeneity problems.
Heterogeneity aware resource allocation. Many research works
have investigated the problem of heterogeneity in shared hosting
centers [50–53]. Heterogeneity can be divided into two categories:
hardware and workload heterogeneity. [18] evaluates the impact
of assuming a homogeneous data center while it is heterogeneous.
It proposes a metric to express the sensibility of an application
facing heterogeneity. According to their respective documentation,
Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Azure avoid the problem of hardware
heterogeneity by dedicating the same type of hardware for
each VM of a given type, even if we highlighted a problem
of performance guarantee when moving from one geographic
zone to another. No information is given about Rackspace where
Fig. 7. Two left curves (top and bottom): execution of the scenario on two Pref PMs (baseline). It corresponds to what we expect for each VM during its lifetime in the IaaS.
Two rightmost curves: evaluation of our solution.
we encountered the same problem. [54] studies all the facets
of heterogeneity in EC2 and observes the same behavior as us.
Instead of providing a solution to guarantee performance, [54]
proposes a gaming based placement which places VMs according
to their analyses of the EC2 environment. [55–57] investigate the
same approach. [16] presents Paragon, a QoS-aware scheduling
for heterogeneous workload in a datacenter. Its objective is to
minimize performance degradation while we present a way to
enforce an SLA defined in terms of resources allocated to a VM.
[58–60] present similar works.
Speed scaling aware resource scheduling. Dynamic speed scaling
is one of the commonly used technology to save energy [27,28,
61,29,30]. Driven on the success of DVFS for processors, [7,8]
present a DVFS solution for memory. [62] presents an approach
which combines service selection (replicated across many clusters
of the same provider) and dynamic speed scaling in web service
systems in order to achieve high energy efficiency while meeting
performance requirements. [63] presents CoScale, a system which
coordinates CPU and memory power management in order
to improve energy savings compared to existing approaches
which manage these devices separately. However, none of them
investigated the issue of SLA enforcementwhile relying on variable
speed devices.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, we studied resource allocation in a IaaS
environment.We showed that existing resource allocation systems
which rely on relative values may lead to SLA violations in
the context of a IaaS with heterogeneous machines or variable
speed devices. While disk or network resource allocations are
expressed with absolute values, CPU allocations are expressed
with relative values (a percentage of a processor). We proposed
an absolute allocation system for CPU and showed how it can be
dynamically mapped onto physical resources. We implemented
this solution in the Xen virtualization system and evaluated it in
a private IaaS composed of heterogeneous machines with DVFS
and VM consolidation enabled. These evaluations validated the
effectiveness of our solution (no SLA violation). We also showed
that this is an important issue in popular IaaS platforms such as
Rackspace or EC2. EC2 proposes a unique allocation unit for CPU
which is independent from the hardware: ECU, but to guarantee
the performance EC2 always runs a type of VM on the same type
of processor. This approach reduces VM consolidation possibilities.
Rackspace provides vCPU as the allocation unit for CPU. Results
obtained with Rackspace showed that they do not address the
problem raised by the heterogeneity of processors. In the near
future, we plan to generalize our solution for multi-core machines.
We are also considering the implementation of such an absolute
value CPU allocation based on hardware instruction counters.
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